How to Get Over the Hill: Exploring the Island Without a Car

By: Leslie Hickerson

Something curious happens when you live on a small island in the sea. For those that have moved from large countries; it is not uncommon to spend an hour commuting to work, or several hours driving to visit family on the weekend.

But when you arrive on a 96-square kilometer (37 square miles) island, even a small trip can become inconceivable. Spend a few years here, and you will hear people start to cancel plans because they can’t make it over the hill’. This phrase refers to the fact that to get from Cole Bay to Philipsburg, or vice versa, it has officially become a trek and heaps of people can’t be bothered to make the journey. We are talking about a seven kilometer (4.3 miles) trip!

To be fair, the traffic into town does make the journey a substantial one, but typically not one longer than you would travel to go to dinner in a big city. Even visitors to our island get comfortable near their lodging and miss out on all the amazing things the island has to offer in additional regions. If you find yourself getting trapped in your area, you are not alone.

Luckily, you have an inexpensive and easy transportation option to explore some other areas of the island: riding the bus.

An amazing thing about St. Maarten/St-Martin is the reasonably priced and very common public transport. To those that are new to the island, it might be intimidating.

Continued on Page 10

Old Master: The Life of Cynric Griffith

By: Chris Morvan

In an era when styles of painting are increasingly fanciful and seem to adhere to no rules, it is refreshing to come across an artist who still respects the Old Masters.
Letter From the Editor

October 7, 2018

We did it! St. Maarten/St-Martin made it through September unscathed by Mother Nature. While we rejoice in that fact, remember that it is still hurricane season: stay vigilant and prepared.

If this is your first time reading our weekly newspaper, I hope you enjoy! The ST-MAARTEN.COM Weekly Edition has become a favorite way to get all the island chatter and tidbits of information about where to dine, shop and party; allowing you to see paradise through a local’s eyes.

If you are visiting the island, be sure to subscribe to our electronic version to continue hearing the latest about the island by using the QR code provided to the right.

This issue covers hidden treasures sprinkled around the island and efficient ways to reach them. Have fun discovering!

Happy October!

Hilary Grant
Editor

Online Portal

For in-depth information about our island, consult ST-MAARTEN.COM - the official online portal. Please use the convenient QR codes with any smart phone to access individual pages directly.

Emergency Phone Numbers

Dutch Side
Ambulance: 912 or +1 721 542 2111
Hospital: 910 or +1 721 543-1111
Police: 911 or +1 721 542-2222
Fire Department: 919 or +1 721 545-4222

French Side
Ambulance: +590 (590) 52 00 52
Hospital: +590 (590) 52 26 29
Police: +590 (590) 87 88 33

Entire Island
24 Hour Emergency Pharmacy:
+1 721 581-6243
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We assemble every single watch twice.
Because perfection takes time.

For us, perfection is a matter of principle. This is why, on principle, we craft all timepieces with the same care and assemble each watch twice. Thus, after the Lange 1 Time Zone has been assembled for the first time and precisely adjusted, it is taken apart again. The movement parts are cleaned and decorated by hand with finishing and polishing techniques, followed by the final assembly procedure. This assures long-term functional integrity and the immaculacy of all artisanal finishes. Even if this takes a little more time. www.alange-soehne.com
Pirates are frequently described as bloodthirsty, violent lunatics. There might be truth in that, but it is also clear that even the most civilized pirate would need to create an image of ruthlessness to get any respect from his prey.

In reality, the sailing ships operated by pirates needed a well-trained and disciplined crew. It's an amazing achievement that Buccaneers - as they are also called - could establish workable procedures. The men came from all walks of life; some were escaped slaves, others disenfranchised sailors from merchant ships, many were family men who desperately tried to make a living. In order to unite such a diverse group of characters, a set of rules evolved which was eventually accepted on most ships. One of the most startling aspects of the age of the Buccaneers is that they embraced democracy long before it became an established form of state government.

On most ships, captains were elected by the crew. Even though the captain had final say in all actions, he needed to listen to his crew and could not act against an overwhelming vote. Before attacking prey, the crew had to agree by voting in favor of action.

Bedtime was set for 8 PM; and at any given time, the crew had to be ready to fight with weapons clean and prepared. Interestingly, musicians were allowed to play after 8 PM.

Punishment for rule violations was harsh, but it appears that they made sense and were not broken that often. Stealing was a big 'no no'; this included holding back items found on a captured ship.

The complete loot needed to be collected, the value assessed and finally distributed among the crew.

The captain and other officers received a bigger share than a lowly crew member. The real shocker is the fact that the difference in pay between boss and worker was not dramatic: frequently, only a double share went to the captain. Tell the CEO of any modern corporation that pay will only be double of what the workers on the production line earn and she or he will scream "communism!"

If any crew member became crippled in action, they received a substantial cash settlement.

The term Buccaneer is based on the Arawak word 'bucan' - a wooden installation to smoke meat. The Arawaks were an Amazonian people who settled throughout the Caribbean and were later replaced by the aggressive and more warlike Caribes. Originally it was freelance hunters who were called Buccaneers because they sold their meat to pirate ships as provisions. Eventually, the term was used for pirates as well.
Catching the Bus to Get Over the Hill

Continued from Page 1

But, the bus system is a budget-friendly and straightforward way to get almost anywhere on the island. Once you know where you can travel to and some simple bus etiquette, traveling around our paradise becomes easier and less daunting.

How to Choose your Bus:

One reason the bus is scary for beginners is that they do not look like public transportation seen around the world. Change your expectation! On our island, the busses can be any brand of a multi-passenger van. Small, large, old, or new; the vans themselves can vary in countless ways, but there are a couple of identifying markers.

First, on the Dutch side, the license plate will say the word BUS and the vehicle’s license numbers. Along with this, you will see an identifying marker that states the driver’s route. Most commonly this will be a sign in the front window that indicates the start and end points the bus travels to. Some bus drivers that are members of the United Bus Association have their routes painted and color coded on the front of their vehicle to make them easier to distinguish.

Catching a Ride:

Now that you can identify the bus you need, getting on board is a simple process. Riders can be picked up anywhere, the only necessity is that there is room for the driver to stop and load safely.

You can also look for the new bus stops that have sprung up around the island to wait in the shade but beware: Busses are not under obligation to stop at every one.

To get the bus to stop you need to wave them down as they near. Make sure you are standing on the correct side of the road for your destination and watch for a bus to approach.

Some routes overlap, so make sure you have the correct one and simply put your hand up in the air and move back to give the driver room to pull over. If the bus is full or the driver is off duty, they might not stop.

When you get on it is general bus etiquette to greet with, “Good Morning” “Good Afternoon” or “Good Night”. In fact, this is excellent advice for any time you enter an establishment in St. Maarten.

Do not slam the door shut. Be courteous to other guests and no eating or drinking on the ride.

Drop Off and Payment:

Just like when you board you can be dropped off anywhere that the driver can stop safely. When you see your destination approaching tell the driver, “Stop for me please.” Have your fare ready and hand it to them on your way out the door. Make sure you carry small change for the ride, especially in the mornings when they might not be able to make change yet. Exact change is always preferred. Again do not slam the door.

Rates/Routes:

The routes around the island have set rates that are based on your pick up and drop off locations. During daytime hours rates from one town on the island to the next are $2/per person or less. You might have to take more than one bus to reach your destination. For example, to get to Grand Case from Philipsburg you would have to go from Philipsburg to Marigot ($2) and then Marigot to Grand Case ($2).

On the other hand, you might have to use a half route to get your destination. To get to Simpson Bay from Mullet Bay, you would take the Mullet Bay/Philipsburg Bus and then if you stop before the Simpson Bay Draw Bridge the cost would be ($1.50). The buses cover areas including Philipsburg, Marigot, St. Peters, French Quarter, Orient Bay, Grand Case, and several others.

Extra Info:

Busses generally start running early, before 7 AM, and take fares until approximately 8 PM. But the drivers make their own hours, so this varies. If you catch a very late bus the regulated rates increase after midnight.

Children under the age of three ride for free.

In general, if you are new to the bus system, some drivers or friendly riders can give you advice for getting around. Some drivers might take you farther than the end of their route for an extra fee, or tell you where to get off to find a certain location.

Make sure to tip for those that go out of their way as the rates are so low they are always pressed for time and need to get the bus filled with passengers to earn their living. And don't slam the door!
The Unique St. Maarten Crossword Puzzle

Here is the nineteenth edition of the St. Maarten Crossword Puzzle. You will notice that all of the questions are rooted in the Caribbean hemisphere and might take a bit of research to answer if you haven't spent much time here. It also means that the answers are valid for St. Maarten/St-Martin and for the neighboring islands.

For example, if we are asking for an island to the North of our location, it can only be Anguilla.

For simplicity's sake, the answers are written as one word and without spaces or special characters.

Example: Mario's Bistrot would become MARIOSBISTROT as the crossword answer. And 'Beach at airport runway' would be answered as 'MAHOBEACH'.

If you are a visitor to our island and get stuck answering the crossword questions, don't be shy to ask a local.

Mistakes do happen, even though our puzzle is produced right here on island. If you detect a mistake, don't be shy and drop us a line! But, be aware that some of the questions are a bit tricky purposefully. Good luck!

Cheating? Find solution to the puzzle on Page 14
HEARTS ON FIRE
THE WORLD’S MOST PERFECTLY CUT DIAMOND®

Majesty Jewelers
46 Front Street | Phillipsburg, St.Maarten
Harbor Cruise Terminal | St.Maarten
721.542.2473
majestyjewelers.com
facebook.com/majestyjewelers

ALAN SHEPPARD
Tuesdays, Wednesdays, Thursdays,
Saturdays & Sundays

CHURCH ON MONDAY
featuring What the Funk

CARIBBEAN FRIDAY
with Tonik Band and DJ Tete

Present this ad for a 2 for 1 BACARDI Red Piano Rum Punch!
1 per customer, per visit

The Red Piano
Located behind the Hollywood Casino in Pelican Key

Enjoy Live Music Nightly
Voted "Best Live Music Venue" on St. Maarten!
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
DOORS OPEN 8PM, ALL SHOWS START 9PM
Tel: +1 721 52-PIANO (74266)
Old Master: The Life and Work of Cynric Griffith

Continued from Page 1

Cynric Griffith grew up learning from what he saw of those legendary European artists of around the Renaissance period, including the one he mentions specifically, Rembrandt.

A living legend in his own right in the Caribbean, Griffith is what some would call a “proper” painter, one whose work doesn’t appear to need interpreting or decoding. When he shows me a sketch of a tree-covered hill, it is the one that looms over the property where we are sitting, the White and Yellow Cross Foundation’s home for the elderly at St John’s.

As regards portraits, admirers of Griffith’s work speak of his ability to reveal the soul of his subjects, and one of his best-known pieces, Mother in Trouble (of which there is more than one version), is powerful in its simplicity as the woman glowers enigmatically into the distance or out at us.

Griffith – that is how he refers to himself, although some people prefix it with Mr – was born in St Kitts on 1 January 1919, which makes him 99, so one might expect him to be taking it easy. But no – as he sits outside the building where he now lives, enjoying the shade while the going is good before the afternoon sun descends towards that hill and bakes the place – he is working.

“I went crazy,” he says, “making all kinds of sketches. It was like a virus.” Inspired by illustrations in books including the Bible and hymn books, he sketched everything from animals to cowboys.

He came to St Maarten in 1956 and began to establish himself as an artist while sometimes doing other work to make ends meet. He developed his talent, put on exhibitions and his fame grew to the extent that he met the Queen twice, and on the second occasion she said, “Haven’t I seen you before?”

There was also a period of teaching at an academy, but always he returned to trying to make a living doing what he loved.

Along the way, he was married twice and has a son and two daughters. The small collection of paintings in his room demonstrate his range, with a bunch of grapes and a conch shell rubbing shoulders with a sturdy woman marching up a path with a distinctive St Maarten hill in the background.

He works in pastels, watercolors, and has a distinctively light touch with oil.

The pen and ink pieces that he is currently working on are like forests of tiny black lines building into images, and he will sometimes translate them into paintings. A current work in progress of a woman in a landscape in black and white, for instance, is very similar to the completed oil painting mentioned above, although he declines my request to photograph the new one on the grounds that it is not yet complete and may well end up looking quite different.

Undoubtedly the elder statesman of St Maarten painters, Griffith continues to mine the rich seams of his talent and in doing so to perpetuate the memory of his influences, those great figures from the past, many of them Dutch, whose unfashionably straightforward approach remains, for many, the core of this thing called art.

Born to a young seamstress but brought up by his grandmother, a baker, Cynric Griffith says he was “a sickly child”, although his longevity tells a different story. He began painting at an early age and was soon selling his work, bringing in much-needed income for his poor family.
Orange juice is a refreshing beverage that many indulge in to start their day or to mix with their favorite rum. To establish the guidelines for finding and awarding the best orange juice on St. Maarten/St-Martin, we need to set the parameters.

First, it must be freshly squeezed. Second, squeezed from tasty ripe oranges and last but not least, priced at a fair value.

Hot contenders for great juices are two of the most popular breakfast spots in the Simpson Bay area, Top Carrot and Vesna Taverna. And no surprise there: among the many delicious choices of fruit juices in any imaginable combination, their OJ's are competently prepared.

The real surprise though is the juice served at Al Pasha, also in Simpson Bay; here, a tall half liter glass is filled with the juice of six cooled oranges which are squeezed right in front of the customer. No ice added, so for this amount of juice, the price of $6 per glass is the best value we could find - and the best taste.

Some research about the health benefits of orange juice will let you believe that one glass per day leads to immortality - so glowing are the reports. What surprises is the fact that 100 ml have only 47 calories. The big glass at Al Pasha provides you with about 250 calories but is as filling as a meal. Compare this with 700 calories for a regular margarita cocktail, and you might stick with the juice.

Don’t forget that one serving of delicious orange juice packs in your Vitamin C consumption for the whole day.
Soak’A Fete at Kimsha Beach

One of the Caribbean's favorite beers, Presidente, sponsored a major bash on Kimsha Beach. The Soca party started Sunday at 2 PM and went well into the night, featuring some well-established artists and was attended by a massive and appreciative crowd.

The event was organized together with Buccaneer Beach Bar, with the bar being the main gateway to the stage. Thanks to Presidente, there was no cover charge to attend the Soak’A Fete.

Presidente Summer brought back the party spirit to our island, by providing a welcome Sunday stress relief to a population still struggling to make ends meet after last year's historic weather event. Well-protected Kimsha Beach, with its firm sand and calm surf, has proven more than ever to be the perfect party beach for concerts.

A noticeable improvement is the new parking lot. It was much easier to find a spot for a car in the Simpson Bay region (for the ones who came early enough) than during the previous Heineken Regatta years. The professional and courteous deputies of VIP Guards and Errands made sure that the show was running smooth and that all partygoers were safe while having a great time.
Visit the Island's Party and Dining Hot Spots

81 Boulevard de Grand Case
For Reservations Call +590 590 290 820 or +590 690 536 144

Lagoones Bistro-Bar
MONDAY-SATURDAY 9am BREAKFAST / LUNCH / DINNER
EVERY DAY 5-6pm HAPPY HOUR TARAS
THURSDAY 6-30pm ACCOUSTIC DINNER Mason
FRIDAY 8pm Latin Sugar or DUO Gianfranco & Lee
SATURDAY 8pm LIVE MUSIC
WORLD CUP 2018 LIVES

MARIO BISTRO
PORTO CUPECOY
‘Blend of French, Asian and Caribbean cuisine.’
Marina and Lagoon View Dining
Open for dinner (Sunday Lunch)
(Mon-Sat. 6 PM to 10 PM/Sun. lunch only)
Potro Cupeco at the Yacht Harbour
Call +1 721 523-2760 for reservation

TACO MACHO
Mexican - Colombian Restaurant & Bar
Happy Hour: Beer $2 - Margarita $5
Located at the Allegria Resort - enter at security gate
- free parking! Call 1 721 553-6322 for reservation

St. Maarten’s Best
INTERNATIONAL RESTAURANT
+1 721 544-3500
www.toppers.com

Plantation Restaurant & Lounge
*Opening Hours*
Tuesday - Sunday
Breakfast 8am - 10am
Lunch 12pm - 3pm
Dinner 6pm - 9:30pm
Mondays CLOSED!

Isola
FRESH, AUTHENTIC ITALIAN CUISINE IN THE HEART OF PULISAN KEY.
FREE VALET PARKING! BEST VIEW IN ORANJESTAD!
OCEANVIEW TERRACE!
Sharing Dinner Nights (2PM to 6PM)
Martin Polynesian Cabaret at Pulisan Key
Call for reservations +1 721-544-0750

Sale & Pepe
FINE ITALIAN ROTISSERIE TAKEAWAY
Air-Conditioned Dining + Outside Terrace
Open 10 AM to 11 PM
111 Welfare Road - Simpson Bay
For Reservation Call +1 721 527-5019

Snoopy’s
Bar and Restaurant at the Bridge to Snoopy Island
Great food, great Happy Hour, live entertainment!
Welfare Road, Simpson Bay, St. Maarten
Call for Reservation +1 721 580-4202

The Boon
‘Right on pristine Simpson Bay Beach!’
Casual Gourmet Bistro
Open for breakfast, lunch and dinner (8 AM to 10 PM)
117 Simpson Bay Road, Simpson Bay
Call +1 721 545-3070 for reservation

RDVous Lounge
Porto Cupecoy
‘Enjoy the elegance of marina dining!’
Casual Gourmet Bistro
Open for breakfast, lunch and dinner (7 AM to 10 PM)
Porto Cupecoy at the Yacht Harbour
Call +1 721 545-3070 for reservation

Calif Mex
‘Home of the Megarita!’
Caribbean-TexMex Fusion - Swim-up Bar
Open for lunch and dinner (11 AM to 10 PM)
Simpson Bay Yacht Club - Behind Scotia Bank
Call 1 721 544-3600 for reservation

mélange
Steaks • Seafood • Grille
‘Only Tabletop BBQ Grill Restaurant’
Open 5:30 PM to late
At the Princess Casino in Port de Plaisance
Call +1 721 526-4049 for reservation
EASY PARKING
www.MelangeSXM.com

NOWHERE SPECIAL
Rum Bar & Grill.

Pineapple Pete’s
St. Maarten Restaurant and Bar
Serving Lunch and Dinner Non-Stop!
Open from 11 AM until late - Closed Monday
Simpson Bay on the main road
Call +1 721 544-6030 for reservation & take out

‘Happy Hour from 4 PM to 7 PM’
Open 11 AM to 2 AM
Airport Road in Simpson Bay close to bridge
Call +1 721 544-2440 for reservation
The Days of Caribbean Smog

There you are, arriving in the Caribbean with your new DSLR digital camera and full of ambition to capture the magic of our islands. The sky is not overcast but doesn't show the brilliant blue you had hoped for. Not deterred, you travel to one of the panoramic viewing spots you have read about in your pre-travel research (hopefully on St-Maarten.com).

Oh, the disappointment! Not much to see, the horizon disappears in smog. Not one of the neighboring islands is visible. Is there so much pollution on this tiny island of St. Maarten to cause this tragedy?

Fortunately, it's not local air pollution creating the phenomena of hazy skies - not that we don't have our very own and severe ecological challenges. But this is not one of them.

What you witness are clouds of Sahara dust, which frequently travel 6,700 km (4,000 miles) across the Atlantic and can have a massive influence on local weather conditions. The Sahara is the world largest desert and kicks off massive amounts of dust in windy conditions.

With the prevailing wind blowing in a westerly direction, this dust ends up in the Caribbean and also in the southern USA.

Interestingly, these clouds do more good than bad, aside from spoiling your photos.

The 'dusty season' coincides with hurricane season. But, the dust clouds come with very dry air and tend to inhibit the formation of a tropical cyclone. A strong reason for us island residents to welcome Sahara dust.

Now back to your photography challenges; the dust will disappear soon enough, hopefully before your visit on St. Maarten/St-Martin ends.

But the hazy air can also be an asset for catching breathtaking sunsets. Some of the most intense images of the sun setting over the Caribbean sea have been taken during the kind of weather conditions which block you from taking panoramic shots. Venture out to the Driftwood Boat Bar in Maho Beach and spend the waning hours of the day there with your camera ready to capture the ultimate sunset.

---

**Pineapple Pete Restaurant and Bar**

St. Maarten  
Rum Sun Fun

5 Pool Tables!  

www.PineapplePete.com

Great Food, Great Service, Great fun!

FOR RESERVATIONS OR TAKE OUT  
CALL 1 (721) 544-6030

Welfare Road - Simpson Bay  
OPEN 11 AM TO LATE - CLOSED MONDAY
THE PALMS RESTAURANT
CARIBBEAN & INTERNATIONAL CUISINE

HOME OF THE DRUNKEN RIBS!

LUNCH SPECIAL
FREE SODA, JUICE OR WATER WITH THE PURCHASE OF A LUNCH MEAL
DON’T FORGET YOUR LUNCHTIME LOYALTY CARD! 10 STAMPS IS A FREE LUNCH!

Open Monday-Saturday
Lunch: 11:30AM to 4:00PM
Happy Hour: 4:00PM-7:00PM
Dinner: 5:00PM-10:00PM

Airport Road #25
Simpson Bay
Email: ThePalmsInSXM@gmail.com
Call: +1 (721) 554-2375

www.ThePalmsSXM.com
@ThePalmsRestaurantSXM

50% OFF DINNER SPECIAL
BUY ONE DINNER AT REGULAR PRICE AND GET THE 2ND ONE OF EQUAL OR LESSER VALUE FOR 50% OFF*
*based on main course only- valid daily from 5PM to 9PM. Not valid with any other offer or gift certificate.

TAKEOUT SPECIAL
PURCHASE 3 OR MORE MEALS AND RECEIVE A 10% DISCOUNT

WASABI X CHARLIE
JAPANESE & INTERNATIONAL CUISINE

Sushi, Teppanyaki & International Cuisine
FOR RESERVATIONS OR TAKE OUT CALL 1 (721) 544-2323
Open 5 PM to 11 PM - Closed Tuesday
Welfare Road - Simpson Bay - Right next to Pineapple Pete
Commit to the Calling

For almost four decades, American University of the Caribbean School of Medicine’s faculty and staff have been working to transform hard-working and determined students into highly skilled, disciplined, and compassionate doctors.

Learn more at aucmed.edu
Take home our jewelry, have it appraised, then pay us!

That's Right! We are so confident of the unsurpassed quality and value of our jewelry that we shall let you go home with it, have it appraised, and send us payment after and only after you are completely satisfied. If for any reason you are not satisfied, simply ship it back to our office in New York or Los Angeles.

If you don't know jewelry... know your jeweler!

Shiva's
75 Front Street, Philipsburg, Sint Maarten
Tel.: +1 721 542-5946 Email: sxm@shivasjewelers.com
www.shivasjewelers.com